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CRITERIUM-HARDY 
							Dedicated to enhancing peoples' lives through improved understanding and performance of the buildings in which they work and live. 
							ABOUT US 
							ENGINEERS 
							CONTACT US 
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HOME OWNERS ASSOCIATION
SERVICES 
							Criterium-Hardy provides best practices for establishing and
maintaining the physical and fiscal well-being of Community Associations throughout Missouri, Illinois, and Kansas. 
							LEARN MORE 
							REQUEST RESERVE STUDY 
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RESIDENTIAL ENGINEERING
SERVICES 
							From professional home inspections to structural evaluations and design, our staff has the expert experience for your residential needs. 
							LEARN MORE 
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COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING
SERVICES 
							With the quiet confidence of more than 30 years of corporate experience, we provide professional engineering and environmental real estate consulting services our clients can depend on. 
							LEARN MORE 
							REQUEST PROPERTY CONDITION ASSESSMENT 
												
					
				
				
			
			






	
		
			Fast and reliable service for all your real estate engineering needs!
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HOA Services


Reserve Studies

Transition Studies

Structural Evaluations

Project Management
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Residential Services


Home Inspections

Structural Engineering Evaluations

Structural Designs

Feasibility Evaluations
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Commercial Services


Commercial Building Inspections

Section 179D Commercial Buildings Energy Efficiency Tax Credits

Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessments (ESA)

Property Condition Assessments (PCA’s)

Capital Needs Assessments and Maintenance Planning

Cost Segregation Studies

Project Management





Recent News
Innovations Transform the Building Inspection Process

Emerging technology and innovation are continually transforming the building construction inspection process. Criterium Engineers evaluates and adopts appropriate new technologies to provide additional knowledge and information for our clients. Two inspection innovations in particular—the use of drones and thermal imaging—have been change…


Read more


Pickleball: One Way to Repurpose Underutilized Assets

Is your HOA looking repurpose underutilized assets? Here’s is an engineer’s perspective on one way to utilize the tennis courts on your property and once again make them an asset for residents. The article takes a fun look at a…


Read more


Why Plan a New Roof Now?

Analyze Cost and Replacement Options When was the last time you hired a contractor? When was the last time you checked construction material costs? You are in for a shock. With a shortage in skilled workers, supply chain uncertainty, and…


Read more
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			Licensed Professional Engineers (PE): Missouri and Illinois


		

	














	
		
			ASHI Certified Inspectors


		

	














	
		
			LEED Accredited Professionals


		

	














	
		
			Licensed Wood Destroying Insect Inspectors


		

	










Our Clients
	Smith Management Group
	GlobeSpec
	US Inspect
	Community Property Management (CPM)
	Rafco Properties
	Community Managers Associates (CMA)
	Rodemyer-Christel, Inc.




Testimonials
I have to say this was the easiest most comprehensive report I have ever had. I appreciate all of the detail and explanation. Impeccable attention to detail, professional and timely! We sincerely appreciated working with Criterium-Hardy, Especially Kyle! Thanks so much!
Kris Illg, Director of Construction and Rehabilitation, Community Housing Initiatives
BOTTOM LINE UP FRONT: Criterium-Hardy Engineers’ delivered a first-rate comprehensive reserve study of Lake Sherwood Estates Association (LSEA), Lake Sherwood, MO, that met or exceeded my expectations. 
Peter G. Gavornik, CPA, LSEA's 2019 Reserve Study Project Lead
We used Criterium-Hardy Engineers to conduct a comprehensive capital reserve study for our HOA at Lake of the Ozarks and they were terrific! Highly professional, very thorough, and responsive are just a few of the qualities that made them stand out. We enjoyed working with them and they made the process easy with their methods and processes.
Bob Myers, Board Member, Cedar Crest HOA
Criterium-Hardy Engineers developed a capital reserve study for us at our HOA at Lake of the Ozarks. They were very professional and performed a comprehensive analysis of our future capital needs. They were great to work with and I’d highly recommend them and would definitely engage them again.
Ron Birkey, Board President, Cedar Crest HOA
Kyle Hardy completed a comprehensive reserve study for our condominium association. I was the contact person for our board of directors. His company fulfilled all of the requirements of the contract in a timely manner. The staff”s professionalism was exemplary in explaining the process, accommodating our schedules and dealing with the board of directors.
Karen Bergmann, HOA Board Member, Brandywine Condominiums
“My experience with Kyle Hardy…was great, proving Kyle to be effective and professional. He conducted a thorough inspection of the home, making us aware of issues that needed to be addressed. He also spent time giving pointers to the first-time buyers on how to repair and maintain their home. Kyle didn’t use a “scare tactic” during the inspection, but he made sure we were advised of the hidden defects present. Thanks, Kyle!”
Cindy Lacks, Keller Williams Realty
“Kyle did a fantastic job on our home inspection. He was extremely thorough in his inspection and even reviewed receipts from the seller for the work that was completed on the home – which was above and beyond the original scope of work for the inspection. I would highly recommend Kyle for your home inspection/structural engineering needs – he made our home purchase process a lot easier.” 
Jason
“I would highly recommend Kyle Hardy if you are in need of a home inspection. Not only is Kyle a member of ASHI but he is also a licensed professional Engineer. He provided a thorough and detailed inspection report on my new home. He pointed out things in my new home that the average inspector would have over-looked.”
John
“Quick, responsive, and client focused – that’s why I use you. Your engineering is solid, but so are some other firms. What you do to stay on top of your accounts is why I keep using your services.”
Joe Stevens, Director, Kimco Realty Corporation
“At Trus Joist™, a Weyerhaeuser Business, we warranty our products for the life of the building. Product application assurance is part of our founding values. We have come to rely on Criterium Engineers Installation Reviews as a key part of providing brand value. Our clients demand quality assurance and because of your large and talented network, we are able to provide just that – and catch the few major problems we might have had early enough to do something about it. Consistent, friendly, and timely service is what we have come to expect and count on.”
Wendy Minichiello, General Manager, Trus Joist™
“Criterium Engineers performs comprehensive surveys that identify all key risks and issues, but they do not dwell on ‘phantom’ issues that needlessly impair negotiations. They are deal makers, not deal breakers. They offer single point of contact and excellent uniformity in reporting. They are on most major lenders’ approved vendor lists, which facilitates financing. They are able to perform under the most rigorous time constraints.”
H. Jay Wiseman Jr., VP of Acquisitions, Bayer Properties
“We have worked with Criterium Engineers numerous times over the years. On one of their first assignments for us, they found a structural problem in a parking garage that another engineering firm missed. Fortunately for us, the problem was found in time for us to have the seller fix the problem. Working with Criterium Engineers has been a very positive experience.”
Fred Berliner, Senior Vice President and Director of Acquisitions, United Trust Fund
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			Founded in 1986, Criterium-Hardy Engineers (formerly known as Criterium-McMahon Engineers) brings over 30 years of experience by registered professional engineers. Having performed thousands of home and commercial building inspections we can put our experience to work for you and help you make informed decisions regarding your real estate needs.
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	Home Owners Associations
	Residential
	Commercial
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